
V S NAIPAUL AND B WORDSWORTH

B Wordsworth is taken from Naipaul's collection of short stories titled Miguel Street. This story is narrated in first person
through a boy-child's.

To allow him to think that anything is possible. You will know when you grow up. The narrator tells the story
of his relationship with a poet named B. Learn about the quotes that sculpt the characters, describe the setting,
and move the plot forward. Caribbean Quarterly. Slowly the answers become clear. The desperate attempts of
the racially defined Black Wordsworth to watch the bees and flowers in order to unleash the frenzy of creative
inspiration too seems shallow and devoid of purpose. Prior to Wordsworth meeting the narrator there is no
suggestion that the narrator may have appreciated the beauty of nature. I define a diaspora as an identifiable
group residing in a geography other than its place of origin that experiences not only physical displacement
but cultural hybridity; a yearning for the homeland; alienation from the so-called hostland; a complex
structural relationship among homeland, hostland, and diaspora; and a collective identity defined largely by
the relationship between homeland and hostland. Have you ever watched ants? It is as though Wordsworth or
all poets are disconnected from those around them due to their occupation. The marginal Creole identity is a
product of the trans-Atlantic slave trade which had forcefully brought over several hundred thousands of
Africans to the Caribbean islands who were then resettled in the islands through a violent process of the
extermination of indigenous Carib people and the subsequent deracination of the diasporic African
community. Related Posts:. He then says that he can watch a flower like the morning glory and cry. He
describes his heartache of the loss of a child, a child poet. Wordsworth says that this way he meets new
people. Naipaul who stands at the crossroads of two socio-cultural realities â€” he is the Trinidadian son of
Hindu indentured labourers â€” addressing the issue of spatiality and the transcultural nature of a migrant
identity becomes an important part of the narrative. Naipaul in  We, too, are inspired to listen. He did
everything as though he were doing some church rite. Life Quotes ''B. An important point to be noted is that
the failure of B. Wordsworth asks the kid to look up at the stars and think how far they are from them. After
the kid has had enough mangoes, he returns home. After one week, while the boy is returning from school,
they run into each other. We are still struggling to come to terms with the idea of multiculturalism that is an
inherent element of all globalised social structures. And scorpions, and centipedes, and congorees-have you
watched those? When the reality is a poet may be more connected to the world than the average person. His
mother goes berserk upon seeing his shirt stained with yellow juice. From the beginning it raises questions
about the main character, Wordsworth; about the stories he tells the kid, his past and his true identity. Then the
kid leaves. However when he tries to sell a poem.


